The Nearby Young Moving Groups (NYMGs) of stars are ideal for the study of evolution circumstellar disks in which planets may form because their ages range from a few Myr to ∼ 100 Myr, about the same as the interval over which planets are thought to form. Their stars are distributed over large regions of the sky. Hence, the Wide Field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) which scanned the entire sky in four bands from 3.4 to 22.1 µm provides a database well-suited for the study of members of the NYMGs, particularly those identified after the eras of the IRAS and Spitzer observatories. Here we report our study of the stars in the ǫ and η Cha, TW Hya, β Pic, Tuc-Hor, and AB Dor NYMGs. The WISE Preliminary Release Source Catalog, which covers 57% of the sky, contains data for 64% of the stars in our search lists. WISE detected the 11.6 and 22.1 µm emission of all the previously known disks except for the coldest one, AU Mic.
Introduction
Planet formation is thought to occur 5 to 100 Myr following the birth of a star (Armitage 2010) . Stars in the Nearby Young Moving Groups (NYMGs) span a similar range of ages, from the very young η Cha cluster at ∼ 6 Myr, to the relatively old AB Dor group at ∼ 70 Myr (Torres et al 2008, T08) 1 . This suggests that the NYMGs are ideal for a time-ordered study of the stages of disk evolution and planet formation. Indeed, astronomers already know that the β Pic Moving Group, with stars at median distance 35 pc and age ∼ 10 Myr (T08) hosts at least two debris disks, β Pic's and AU Mic's, one exoplanet, β Pic's, and a brown dwarf orbiting PZ Tel (Smith and Terrile, 1984; Lagrange et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2004; Biller et al. 2010 ).
Members of a given NYMG are distributed over large regions of the sky. The
Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) Mission surveyed the entire sky at at 3. 4, 4.6, 11.6, and 22.1µm (Wright et al. 2010) ; thus it provides an excellent database to search for emission of circumstellar disks that may be associated with planet formation. However, the WISE Preliminary Release Source Catalog 2 (henceforth WPRSC) contains data for only ∼ 57% of the sky (Wright et al. 2010 ). Thus, a search of the catalog for members of the NYMGs will find that data is not yet available for the entire sample. We selected the η Cha cluster and the ǫ Cha, TW Hya, β Pic, Tuc-Hor, and AB Dor Associations for our study because their ages span the interval believed to mark the epoch of planet formation. We consider the η Cha cluster and ǫ Cha Association together for convenience. Their location, 1 For consistency we use group memberships, ages, and mean distances as given by T08 in their Table 2 and tables specific to the groups. As techniques improve some of the memberships and values may change. Therefore the values cannot be accepted uncritically and the reader is referred to T08 for a discussion of the issues.
2 http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/prelim/ -4 -ages, and kinematics are similar but distinct; T08 discuss the issues involved in the possible connection of the two groups.
The study of the content, structure, and evolution of planet forming circumstellar disks is a very active field of research at the present time. Debris disks associated with stars in the NYMGs have been identified by IRAS, imaged with the Hubble Space Telescope and studied with the Spitzer Observatory. Warmer circumstellar disks have been studied from the ground by their near-infrared emission and mm-wavelength molecular line emission. Of the stars in our study and in the WPRSC, WISE detected all the previously known debris disks except one, AU Mic, in the β Pic Moving Group and identified one new disk in the η Cha cluster. We describe our results here.
Sample Selection and WISE Detections
To compile the source lists we used the membership lists of T08 in their entirety and supplemented them with members proposed after the publication of T08's review. Table 1 summarizes our samples in each NYMG. The ages and average distances (columns 2 and 3)
are from T08 (but, see footnote 1 and particularly §3.2). Column 4 gives the numbers of members entering our search and column 5 gives the number of detections in the WPRSC.
The ratio of the WISE detections to stars searched is 0.64, close to the value expected.
Column 6 provides references for the source lists.
The properties of WISE data affect our survey in 3 ways. First, the angular resolution at which the flux of some stars fell below the 5σ detection threshold (Wright et al. 2010 ).
We could not use these stars because our search for circumstellar material depends on the reliability of the 22.1µm fluxes. -6 -191089 is a classic debris disk (DD) star (Mannings and Barlow, 1998, M08) and V 4046
Results

WISE color-color diagram
Sgr is a T Tauri binary with a circumbinary molecular disk does not show an excess at any of the WISE wavelengths. Its debris disk, first detected by imaging its scattered light (Liu et al., 2004 ) is so cold that its emission in excess of photospheric appears finally at 70µm . Very cold debris disks such as AU Mic's escape WISE detection.
All the other stars in Fig. 1 lying away from the region populated by the MS stars are members of the ǫ Cha Association and η Cha Cluster. Table 2 et al (2007b; Rh07b) . These disks have been thoroughly studied and we will not discuss them further. The remaining 7 stars are in the η Cha cluster; we will discuss them in the following subsection. Stars in ǫ Cha Association and η Cha cluster without color excesses in the WISE bands lie among the MS stars in Fig.1 .
To identify the disks with 22.1 µm emission detected by WISE but that cannot be analyzed in a color-color diagram because their host stars are too bright at 3.4µm, we plot in Fig. 2 both are known to be associated with debris disks (Rh07b; Zuckerman & Song, 2004) . 6 The number plotted, 168, is less than the total number of stars detected, 192 (see Table   1 ), because the others have 22.1 µm detections at SNR< 5 -8 -
Disks in the η Cha Cluster
The stars ET Cha, RECX 16, ES Cha, EN Cha, EP Cha, and EK Cha plotted in Fig.   1 are members of the compact η Cha cluster at distance ∼ 97pc identified by Mamajek et al. (1999) . 2M J0820-8003, identified as an outlying member by Murphy et al. (2010) is located ∼ 1.5
• distant from the center of the cluster. All except for 2M J0820-8003 are X-ray sources. The cluster has been studied extensively from the ground ( (Table 2) and 2MASS photometry at J, H, and K. Murphy et al. (2010) give its spectral type as M 4.3.
The solid line is the photospheric spectrum of one of the main sequence M4 stars plotted in associated with a disk is already evident at 3.4µm but the spectrum is not rising beyond 11µm as steeply as that of EK Cha.
-9 -
Properties of the Disk Associatd with 2MASS J0820-8003
We calculated the total disk luminosity of 2M J0820-8003, L D , relative to that of the star, L * , by subtracting the spectrum of the stellar photosphere from the total spectrum in Fig. 4 and numerically integrating the difference. We found that L D /L * ∼ 0.12, about
twice the values calculated similarly by Gautier et al (2010) for disk spectra in the η Cha group to 70µm. It is however smaller than the greatest fractional luminosity they reported, 0.19, for ET Cha (see Table 4 ). Our value is a lower bound because the disk spectrum of 2M J0820-8003 at wavelengths > 22µm is unknown. The broad IR spectrum of 2M J0820-8003 (Fig. 4) suggests that the disk temperatures vary with distance from the star.
We fitted the disk spectrum with two components radiating as black bodies. We found that T w = 825K for a warm presumably inner disk component and T c = 220K for cooler, outer component provided the best fits (Fig. 4) . Integrating the luminosities of the two components (we integrated the cold component to 100µm), we obtain L w /L * = 0.058 and L c /L * = 0.041 for the warm and cold components. It is difficult to decide whether their
12 provides a more accurate measure of the fractional disk luminosity. The former estimate is limited by the unrealistic simplicity of a two-component model and the latter by our ignorance of the spectrum beyond 22µm.
Regardless, the values are relatively large compared to the fractional luminosities of other members of the η Cha group and also of debris disks in older NYMGs. If the disk particles radiate as black bodies, those in the warm and cold components lie at radial distances 0.022 AU and 0.082 AU, respectively, corresponding to ∼ 5 and 18 R ⊙ . These radial distances are lower bounds; if the particle emissivity were less than 1 the distances would be greater.
-10 -
Discussion
Murphy et al's (2011) spectroscopic observations of 2MASS J0820-8003 over 6-months showed that most of the time its line emission originates in the chromosphere and mass accretion at low level. They also detected one instance of strong line emission attributable to a hundred-fold increase in its accretion rate. The circumstellar disk detected by WISE extends close to the star ( §3.3) and is the probable the source of the episode of accretion. We include ET Cha in Table 4 even though its accretion rate is not known because its fractional disk luminosity is the highest of the stars observed by G08. 2MASS J0820 is noteworthy because its variable accretion rate can be the largest of the 4 stars and the optical depth of its disk, estimated by τ ∼ L D /L * , is particularly large. It appears that, of the stars in Table 4 , 2MASS J0820 is the last to start clearing its circumstellar disk.
2MASS J0820 provides evidence that the initiation of disk clearing can spread over the ∼ 6
Myr estimated age of the η Cha cluster. This implies that the start of planet formation in the group also spans a comparable range of times.
Summary
We searched the WISE Preliminary Release Source Catalog for evidence of circumstellar disks in the ǫ and η Cha, TW Hya, β Pic, Tuc-Hor, and AB Dor Nearby Young Moving
Groups. For the ∼ 64% of group members included in the catalog, our results are:
1) WISE detected all the previously known disks except for the coldest one, AU Mic.
Detection of cold disks such as AU Mic's requires observations at λ > 20µm.
2) Consistent with earlier findings, the fraction of stars with circumstellar disks decreases -11 -rapidly with age; we found none in the Tuc-Hor and AB Dor moving groups.
3) WISE detected a new circumstellar disk associated with 2MASS J0820-8003 in the η Cha group (M10; Murphy et al. 2011) . The star and disk are noteworthy for their episodic accretion, large disk luminosity relative to the star, and start of disk clearing delayed to ∼ 6 Myr. 
